Photoacoustic tomography of the brain during acupuncture reveals cerebral responses to acupuncture needle stimulation. Researchers have developed new photoacoustic imaging techniques for use during acupuncture that employ short laser pulses to generate ultrasonic waves in living tissues. The techniques generate high ultrasonic resolution images with sharp contrast. The images show structural and functional images of cerebral responses to acupuncture.

Researchers using photoacoustic imaging measured brain blood circulation changes when applying acupuncture at acupoint KD1 (Yongquan). KD1 is located on the sole of the foot between the second and third metatarsal bones in a depression formed with the foot is plantar flexed. According to traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) principles, KD1 benefits the sensory organs, calms the spirit and helps the qi to descend. It is indicated for use in reviving consciousness, controlling seizures including epilepsy, and for the treatment of shock, vertex headaches, blurry vision, foot disorders, coughing with blood and insomnia.

The researchers developed photoacoustic imaging techniques to augment MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) and PET (positron emission tomography) imaging of responses to acupuncture. The researchers note that MRI imaging excels in recording oxygen level changes in the blood but is expensive and has low spatial and temporal resolution. They note that PET scans excel in recording glucose metabolism and blood flow but patients must be injected with tracer isotopes prior to imaging. The researchers add that near infrared spectroscopy has helped scientists to understand the mechanisms of acupuncture on the body.
The photoacoustic imaging reveals cerebral hemodynamic changes induced by manual acupuncture needle stimulation. Significant changes in blood flow were measurable between the middle cerebral artery and branch vessel. The research documents that needle stimulation induced significant brain cortex responses and increased blood flow. The researchers note that one of the most important aspects of the photoacoustic imaging techniques is that it measures cerebral hemodynamic changes non-invasively.
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